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Cp In approachingIthisidirsve matter I said I would be guided by the facts,
Lit the C6nititution, 'and my own conscience. I honegtly believe that have

been faithful'io thatcommitment.. I know for certain-that I have nothing
to gain politically or otherwise from what I must do here. But after
°weeks of searching through the facts and agonizineOver the constitutional
requirements, it's clear to me what I must do. And I emphasize that thia
is my personal decision, what L.must do. I don't presume to influence any
other person, and I recognize that there can be differences on thisgraie
mattet.

In this regard, Mr. ChatrOan, let me say a few words. There are many
people in my district who wIll disagree with my voter here. Some will say
that, it hurts them deeply for me to vote for impeachment. I can assure
them that I probably have enough pain for .them and me. I have close per-
sonal friends who strongly support president Nixon. To several of these
close friends who some* I hope will see., and hear therse prbceedings, I'
say that the only way r could vote for impeachment would be on the real-
ization, to at anyway, that they my friends would do the same thing if
they were in my place on this unhappy day and confrontet with all the same
facts that I have. And I have to'believe tat they would, or I would not ''
take the position that,I do.'

IIVww

v)

These words, spoken by Walter Flowers 0-Ala) just prior to the vote on article

one, reflect, in microcogm,htirety of the House Judiciary Gommittee.debate

on impeachment. They express the grounds used to justify votes for impeachment

and the fears of the Republican and Soilthern members of the "fragile coalition."

They describe the audience addressed, and what the committee hoped to echieve.

The televised hearings of the House Committee on the Judiciary were an

extraordinary occasion. Extraordinary because Pis will be the only impeachment

you and I will live thrtiugh, in,all probability. Extraordinary because this was

only the second impeachment of a president ir- the history of\the nation. Extra-

ordinaryordinary because it was a very ordinary act in our political system and an ordinary

kroup.o individuals that created t is extraordinary event. And extraordinary

Y

because of its effects. In what follows I shall try to explain how the debates

could have produced these effects, and produce the* they did. The Gallup poll

reported substantially increased public approval
s

of Congress,
2
conservative

. 0

columnists

.

praised the committee and its deliberations,3 and the 1974 elections
.

.
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revealed that the coalition had made its case to the people .4

I am concerned with three matters: the character of the rhetorical agents,

the nature of the issues, and the rhetorical-political &Gene of na nal tele-

vision which defined the audience.

The debates were an important historical moment because our representa es

talked to us about what iO4meant to be citizens--a brief moment of high style

in ordinary language.5 Butthe debates were ordinary legislative debates on

their best behavior, andtlIthe 'good guys' were good guys largely because they were

conventional American politicians"6

The rhetorical agents are legislators;okand hence, elected representative&
,

and p.oliticiansE Although much maligned, ouch persons are'uniquely suited to ,

perform certain functions. David Mayhew writes:

At voicing opinions held by significant numbers of voters back in the
constituencies, the United States Congress is extraordinarily effectiie.
. . . The diversity of ths constituencies makes it likely that any given
sentiment will find an official voice somewhere. Hence, Congress emerges
as a cacophonous chorus, its members singing different tunes but always
singing something.7

f the impeachment inquiry was to be something other th "kangaroo court,"

the charge made by Ronald Zieglei, it had produce decision reflecting,

diverse constituencies and attitudes. The embers of the House Judiciary

Committee were old and young, male and female, black and white, Southern and

//

Northern, conservative and liberal, from big states and small, from urban aid.

rural rnstituancies. The committee members are somewhat atypical as all are

lawyers and because the committee has "little patronage and minimal access to the

pork Barrel of Parochial interests," hence more interested in national than

in local issues. It should be noted, however, that this sight &typicality, in

relation to Congress makes the committee members even "more typical of,the'nation

at large, or at least, as typical as a grand jury."8

Like ail congressional committees, it functions under rules Of seniority,

parliamentary procedure, and rules adopted by the committee itself. The rules

of procedure make congressional debate extremely formal, courteous: and civil when

2
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contrasted with most contemporary Niocacy. Becamse congressional debate is

relatively inaccessible; these co entions have special rhetorical impact for

the public--after an era of conf tat", this is civilized disagreement.
, .

Olen times are good, congressio courtesy can be considered frivolous, simply

manners, mere decor. But when 'es ar bad, this decor becomes the vital matter

of decorum. And decorum ig so :ly needed in a situation in which the President

of the nation is being judged r deeply indecorous behavior.

In addition, Congressio committee structure lends itself to cooperation.
^,

A committee can function eff tivsly only if conflicting positions can be

resolved throUgh coalition d compromise, best accomplished in an atmosphere

of mutual respect. The Co essional Eleventh Commandment is never to attack
. 1

rther member7eVen acros party lines.9. The legislative cOntext makes it more'

likely that a decision fo impeachment will be bipartisan and that meMbers.will,

cooperate in' establishin heir credibility as individuals and as a'committee.

The process was not ea in this case, and the "fragile bipartisan coalition"

that emerged a cred o the committee and its new chairman, Peter W. Rodin°,
. -N.

Jr. (D-NJ) .10

The congressiona context is al90 a constraint became legislators are not

es with equal- skill. The issues with which they are mostable to handle all

adept areAsimple or c.pable of simplification able torelatively specific,

shbrt-term solutio They are not legalists. They are not logicians. What they

do best is to ins() orate into law common sense notions of what is reasonable.
11

In thip case, the 'ssue is complex, but the solution s specific, and a judgment

can be
\

mede bas "what the reasonable and prudent an would conclude from

the factsi" (p. 22) to use the words of, Lawrence Hogan ( -Ad).

A congres onal'rommittee encourages diversity, Civilized disagreement, com-

promise and liticn, and an emphasis on reasoned but commonsensical argument.

Unlike e legislative context in which there are many givens, the judicial,s

context--j what the issue is and how it is to be approached --had toThe defined

3
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by the participants themselves. There were substantive issues--how shall an

impeachable offense be defined, how shall the articles be worded, how is the

committee report to be transmitted to theHouse,'but the primary issue is

political and rhetorical--how caa the committee members establish themselves

as credible judges? During the opening' speeches and duiing the debate on

article one, the committee defines its role.

They are, first of all politicians, a role not noted for its credibility.

Their-response is to point Out t:hat Richard Nixon.is a politician too, and he

should ne judged by other, politicians who understand the pressures of public

life. In short, they define themseDes as a jury of Richard Nixon's peers.

They are also party me, rs with an abiding political interest in the outcome

of the debate. Can a DeMocrat udge a Republican president without animus? Jack
e

Brooks (D-Tex) argued that there is noPolitieli gain for Demodrits. 'Ifkthey
,

succeed in removing Richard Nikon, he wilkonly be replaced y anotger Republican

who may well receive strong and wAdespread support.. (p. 12 Gan a ReOubll.cap Judge

. )

,

a Republican president and condemn his party leader to whom he owes loyalty and
. .

stain the reputation of his party?\ Yes, answered M. Caldwell Butler (1k-Va).
. f

.

,_ r

,

\ y .
.

Republicans have always-campaigned against corruption. If the house has to be

cleaned, it is they who should do it (p. 69).

The debate on the first article determines just what it means to be it judge

,or juror. on this case. Much of this debate concerns an alleged lack of "specificity'

in the wording of the article. As a response, Jerome Waldie (D-Cal) begins what
0

can only be described as a witty, charming narrative of the chronology of Watergate

(pp. 188-189). Initially, he is supporeed(tp other members who yield_time to him

so that he can continue his "scenario." But gradually, as the debate continues, his

narrative style is attacked by both proponents and opponents, Charles Wiggins (R-Cal)

refers to it as "Waldie's fable" (p. 222 other attacks come from Lawrence Hogan

(R-Md), p. 229, an4 Joseph Marasiti (R-NJ), p. 242). The committee decides that what

is required is a serious, factual presentation of relevant evidence in the style of a

4
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legal brief. (The sole exception is the irrepressible William Hungate (D-ko) who

rejects the demand for serious solemnity by saying,-"I felt i; better to have a

sense of humor than no sense at all.' p. 323.) In effect, the committee defines
...-

its role as judge-juror, that is, as lawyer-judges who bring to bear all their

((legal expertise regarding charges, evidence, standards of proof, and the like,

but asjuror-citizens who make final judgments based on common sense.

The legalistic dimension of the role is most apparent in the debatd on article
-I

'one, which alleges a criminal: offense--obstruction of justice. Their roles as
f

citizens using common sense is more apparent in the debate on article two which

charges abuse of presidential power. In the words of George Danielson (D-Cal),

"Yoil or I, the most lowly citizen, can obstruct justice. You or I, the most lowly

citizen, can violate the statutes in the criminal code. But only the President can

violate the oath of office of the President." (p. 337) The issue is constitutioned;

. i

the role is that of an informed and concerned citizen making a reasonable judgment.

The strongest argument for the article is that the pattern of misconduct by the

President and his aides flionstrates;that the President has failed to "take care

that the laws are faithfully 0kecuted,' and it is made most cogently by Robert

McCrory (R-I11) (pp. 341-342 and 349 and 439). The argument is a response tONlir

strictly legalistic view takenby opponents and to the charge that this ili'reaily

44 the Madisonian sunerintenkrcy theory in disguise. The ambiguous character of

the role of citizen calls forth considerable activity to establish credibility.

, 1 40111
There are frequent statements such as "I want to associate my remarks with those

' of the great lawyer, Mr. , with those of my good friend Mr. ,.etc."'
lt

It is during this debate that both James Mann (D-SC) and Walter Plowitrs (0-Ala) take

. .

pains to declare their friendship for Charles Sandman (R-NJ) who frequently and

sarcasticalfy attacks the Democratic majority. They state their appreciation for

his role on the committee and for his contribution to the debate (p. 427). Similarly,

the members day themselves compliments for the time and energy they have expended

a
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to become familiarl th to etidence(Pk"429).

Vc
Article three is constitutional in a more narrow sense. It speaks to thel/
.,

..,

vbparation of powers, executive privilege, and the meaning of the constitutional
.

.

power given to tue douse in impeachment. It charges the President with impeding

tne coastitutionally'authorized investigation of the committee by willfully dis-

obeying its subpoenas. the article reveals the extraordinary fact that CEE- committee

had failed to gathtr any new evidence aLn was working with material handled by other

,governwent agencies, soiaa o40 f .hico uas alieudy a matter of d.public record Tlie evidence
1

comes from the Special Prosecutor, tie r:rwin committee of pthe Senate, and from nine

witnesses who had previously teitified oefore other tribunals. In this article,

they act as members of Congress, protecting its rights, fearful of the disruption

of the concept of co-equal brinches.of government, arguing that the case should

or should not have gone to the Supreme Court for arbitration.

Article two receives the strongest committee support (the vote 11 28-10);

article thiee receives the least support of the articles adopted (the vote is 21-

17). It thre'atens the "fragile bipartisan coalition" as comments by Tom Pailsback

(R-I11) (p. 473)".and M..Caldwell Butler (R-Va) (p.'477) indicate. (Only two

Republicans, Robert McClory(I11) and Laurence Hog ifr> (Md) vote in favor; the southern

.

Democrats
d

James Mann, be(SC)and Welber Flowers/ (Ala) defect.) The committee is least

., /

Mann, (SC)

comfortable in asserting the rights of Co tress against the Executive and seems to

recognize that it is less credible in this sosture.

*Article four alleges abuse of the war power in the secret bombing of CambOdia.

Like article three, it asserts congreeeional power, but unlike article three, it

is defeated. Some members use this article to recall disputes over the Vietnamese

war, Ithers argue for the p cfple that Congress shall have the power tq make

war--Vietnam is not the is ue. 'he-article is defeated by two arguments: thatis

aCongress is equally cpe e in this abuse and that other presidents have been

,equally guilty, particularly Lyndon Johnson. The debate is short (pp. 489-515);

6
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the vote is strongly against it (12-26).

Article five charger tae President with ax fraud and with violating the rol-
e

uments clause of he Constitution: Although it is defeated resoundingly (12-26),

4 .

the debate is Ion and tile problem 'of defending Richard Ni on is very Evident.

Edward Mesvinsky$ (U La) speeches on Axon's taxes (pp. 520-522) and Jack Brooks

(D,Tex) speeilesion emoluments (pp. 525-5,o) present a disturbing picture, although

most members agree that the evidence is inconclusive and inadequate. A strong

argument against tps article is that non-official or personal misconduct is not

impeachable. however, the roles of the members as lawyers and as citizens are in

conflict. For example, addressing the issue of whether or not Nixon committed

willful fraud, peoit,L Danielson (D-Cal) says. "We"use good judgment and common

sense and we near in mind at all times that people probably intend to do what they

do-in the serious matters in their life.' (p. 529) By that criterion,.it iso5diffi-

4
cult to e4onerate Idelard Axon, and some of the, President's staunchest defenders

fee ailed upon to deplore his actions. For example, Delbert Latta (R-Ohio), one

of the RepubliLans who voted against all five articles, a man who Was put on the

coumiittee for the inquiry to add pro-Nixon balance, says that he finds the president

1
. . of bad judgment and negligence." (p. 554-555)

4s I have. indicated, the issue of credibility is complex. To resolve it, the

coMMittee defines a role Somewhere bt.t.weeu that of the lawyer who examines evidence .

narrowly and argues fine legal points aild that of the ordinary citizen who makes

jueamenta beset. on common sense. Predictably, the committee:arrivad at a decision

about Richard Nixon that"Was roost like the decision Of the general public12

The rhetorical-political context was that of national teievision. In his

opening speech, Ldward Hutchison (R-Mit), the ranking Republican, says that

. , judges and juries deliberate behind closed doors. By the commttee's
action in opening these discussions it has, in effect, detertined that our
function is more political than judicial (p. 4)

\Ni / 0
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-The decision the House of Representatives to televise the debates, to give the

public a rare glimpse into congressional decision making, is a strong indicator that

the 'audience is the general public, the constituents in committee members' dis-

tricts, and otne'r members of the House of presentative . 'The committee is rarely

its own sole or primary audience. Charles Sand

that an impeachment vote was a foregone conclusio

remained, As I mentioned earlier--the definition o

,cording of art ic1es, the proceduYes to transmit th

J) was right when he said

252, 17). Some issues

impeachable offense, the

report to thp

the primary,functions of the debates must be defined in different terms.

al*

Rhetorically and politically, the debates sought to educate the public about

the-evidence and the issues, to test the strength and weakness of arguments and

evidence, to express all possible attitudes and feelings about impeachment, and to

initiate a process that would end national division. Tpe rheto ical problem is

one of making,information intelligible and accessisle, of expressing and testing

diverse positions, and of finding Meads to produce national unity.

Despite protests from the Administration against what they perceived to be

unfair coverage by the media, the public was not well informed about the issues

related to imPeaehment.13 The complexity of 'the issues. - -the burglaries, the

coverup, interference with the CIA, and IRS, Axon's taxes, the 4"lumbers, etc.- -

and the'extended period of time in wilit,h these events had occurred precluded adequate

coverage in snippets on'the nightly television news or even in newspaper columns.14'

When infoemation'das forthcoming, it appeared in a relatively inaccessible form--
a

transcripts of White douse tap recordino, difficult reading atbest. The other

.major source of information was the Lrwin committee hearings thlevfsed during the

4

summer of 1973. These were a fascinating human drama,' bit they did not give a
a,

syntkiesized or Lohergnt picture, and a great. deal ofinfqrmation had seen developed'

\since that time.

rb ,

As indicated earlier, the committee did not develop new, information, rather it
r

O



digested a mountain of material (in a grandstand play, Delbert Latta (R-Ohio)
4

piled the tairty-eight volumes of evidence in front of the

itjust how much material had been examined). Lvidence was or an zed by charge and

AP
issue, Issues were,suJdivided and organized, arguments aqd evidence were contested.

i..
1.

The result is that, particularly with repetition, the listener emerges with a

4 to dramatize

picture of Lite most serious charges, of the arguments and eyidencesupporting,each,

i .-
; .,,

.

and a notion of the relative strength and weakness of.the charies, arguments,

and pieces of evioence. The listenA learns a good deal abOut authdrities on

impeichment, about precedents, and about the unique character of this case (no
A

other iiipeachment was so complex, involving so many acts of so many different kinds;

over sub an extended period of Lime) .

However, it Should be noted tnat, for ayublic debate, there is a minimum of

adaptation to we mass audience. There is little metaphorical language, limited

use of analogy and example, little humor, a minimum of purple prose. The evidence,

often tumbles fut faster than the listener can absorb it ; 'think the committee

is successful is familiarizing the audience with the most important pieces of

evidence, out they behave as if the listener were a very good citizen who has

followed the events as closely as (possible and is capable of absorbing much

information iu a snort period. Tha high approval rating given Congress after. the

'debates oy the public may indicate tnat these were ideas that Americans did not

wis,i to see over-simplified.

If the committee were be judged fair and its decision represedtative, all

opiaions of and attitudes toward the impeachment ssues would have to be represented

and expressed by the committee. Although the committee unites Co praise the

thoroughness of the inquiry, the skill of the chairman, and the dedication of the

members (despite some strong criticisms of procedure, all members.exptess these

sentiments), there are important diffeences of opinion and great divergence in

style. Whose defending Nixon generally argue from a strict legal position, but

9
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1 ,their styles range from tl smooth and- skillful Charles. Wiggins (R-Cal) to, the

blunt; crusty Edward hutchison (R-Micp), the nit-picking David Dennis (2-Ind);

the acerbic, sarcastic Charles Sandman, (R-NJ), the vicious Delbert Latta.(R-Ohio),15

the resentful Carlos Moorhead, and the.proud, young Trent Lott,(R-Miss). henry

Smith (R-11Y) the voice of reason who praises Nixon's foreign policy, Wiley

Mayne (K -La) seems to personify the voice of .;ixon's "forgotten American.' the

President's accusers are also varied. The most memorable are the RepuiJlic...ns and

Southern democrats An suffer on the rued to an impeachnient.vote. Lawrence

Hogan (R Md) is a man of rectitude who is often outraged, To Railsback (R-111)

frantically spews forte tue mounds of evidence which he sees as'conclus0e, Robert

McClory (K-I11) is an anguished citized who sees thyteeident as a man who vio-
4

lated his sacred trust, salter Flowers (D-Ala) shares a personal pain in'feeling

constrained to make sucn a decision; Janes Mann (D-SC) speaks as an irate citizen.

11

Other Lemocrats are alao notewortny; 3arhaia Jordan (D- Tex),'the sonorous orator

and inquisitor, Jerome Waldie (D-Cal), the kury-teller, William Hungate (D-M0),,

the humorist,-Peter W. Rodino, Jr., (D-NJ) the voice of order and reason and law.

Still others reflect groups or interests; t:dward Mesvinsky (D-Ia) identifies himself

as the son of Russian immigrants and speaks almost entirely on the issue of taxes;

Charles Rangel (D-NY) speaks as a black and as a Korean veteran; Wayne Owerk(D-Utah)

recalls his former connection with the Kennedy Adhinistraticao Robert Drinan (D-Mass),

in his clerical collar, identifies himself with his constituents, Archibald Cox and

Eliot Richardson, whose acts precipitatedsthe inquiry:

Each listener can find his or her voice'amvig the membership. For 'this

reason, the-abrasive sarcasm of Sandman, the outrage of,Hogan, the resentment of

Moorhead, the attacks of Latta, the legalism of Dennis, the crustiness of Hutch-

)
ison, the sophistication of Wiggins, the charm of McClory and Flowers; and the

anger of Lott are all essential to the debate. If the debates aim to satisfy all

listeners,, the opinions and feelings of each listener must be expressed, and argued,



r
.

and taken into accbunt. In this sense he variety. in the committee is a great

strength,_although the disagreement could have producV'angry division.

The history of the committee reveals a successful struggle to transcend parti,-.

sanship and create a coalktfon. In such ah atmosphere, paliamentary procedure

can functionthetorically. As the debate develops, one comes to believe the

compliments to the chairman,,meMaers and staff and to trust expressions of mutual

respect and friendship. As a result, the listener not only hears opinions and

4
-.feelings expressed, but hears them treated with respect, affirmed as valuable, and

honored as contributing to a proper outcome. There is disagreement, but the

opposition is part of the committee whole-7a loyal and supportive opposition.

(There is one exception, Delbert Latta (K- Chio), a. special member of the committee

for this inquiry. L'arly in the debate he makes a vicious ad hominem attack on -

)

5'crvnev
Albert Jenner, minority counsel, after others have said thatitai is an outstanding

lawyer. Reading from an article in the all Street Journal, he says that a committee

of which Jenner is a part has redomiiended the repeal of anti-prostitution laws, and

I

that, ap a result, he cannot agree with everything Jenner says, John Seiberling,

also of Ohio, rebukes him sharply. 3oth statements are expunged from the written

record of "the debaes. See pp. 199 and 203).
.

If the committee represented any set, of values, they were the values of

civility, decorum, and reasoned inqulry with tolerance for disagreement. Inan

age in which the public has been frightened by Aisse and confrontation, the

committee debates must have seemed the voice of sheet reason. The result was

tha0expressed differences could produce catharsis and purgation rather than

frustration and anger.

The unifying,effect of the debates is partly a result bf the cathartic

expression of differences and partly a result of education. The exploration of

arguments and evidence reveals that, &spite the best efforts of able speakers,

Richard Nixon is a hard man to defend. The re-lease:of transcripts of White House"



uncevereu a tawdry t.hite liouSe drama. ,The President's defenders were
,

reduced to sayinz, taat%hile it wasn't nice, it wasn"t impeachable. The defensive'

-!(

posture of the oppOnents of irpeachmentis evident throughout- -other pi'esidents

did the, same tling, the Congreis in equall" culpable, there is no evidence of

kraud, tnere is no'direct evidence of nrebiuential involvement, etc. Quite

simply, the momentur, is with the afiirmat all times. No unification could

nave occurred if tA, concLusiou to /Le drawn from the evidence was unclear. Despite

the skills of the President's defenders,.Fichaid Nixon was badly damaged. it is

alcr6dit to the argumentative,shills,of the proponents that their charges emerged
/

as stroni, ups wellAported.

0 Jut argument alone will not explain thetesponse. The great moments of the

debatq,
P
such a3 t.-e speech of .alter Flowers (0-Ala)41 are moments of a special

kind of eloquence, what Sortarop Frye calls "high style' in ordinarySpeech.' In

Frye's words, the voice of the geneirie in'afladual remindinf,, us of our

4

genuine sellgt, and of our role as meml,erp of a society in contrast to a mob.
116 -p

The voices come from both sides of tae aisle. They lament for the misdeeds of

the man. they call, Over,and over again, "pip president." Tt
. YY

ress an anguish /
of conscience that cdnstrains them toward a decision theyAfr-hot want to make;

taey fear for their country, and ti' see themselves as the hap of

agents who must make the unpleasant choices for all Aerican. Ne rly all members

express such opinions, regardless of their votes on the articles. Lecause GnAlrles

Sandman (t -AJ) was such,an abrasive figureperhaps his words are the best

illustration:

I would like to use these closing moments of this long and what some
people will refer to as a historid exchange to capsule where we stand in
my judgment and what I think we should be thinking about.

Nowt at the outset I don't think I am the most naive pprson in the
world, but I like to believe that everyman that has ever been President
of the United States had to be a good man and he had to be a great man or
this great country would have never voted for him to be the leader of

this country. . .

is1ow, .anybody who feels this way, and I, kind of think the country feels

a
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wa1., they would life to believe their President is a pretty good

man, and to do otherwise or to prove to them otherbise, it would take a
tremendous amount of proofto do that,, and it snould, tremendous. You
can't do this loosely. And this is important. The whole world is
watching this proceeding and chat WE do, we had better do right, because

0 the effect of it is going to make a i.recedent for 1 000 years. (pp. 423-424).

They are not, then, extraordinary men and'women, bUt ordinary citizens who make

decisions Lased on common sense and common values. Their eloquence is not the

eloquence of great orators; it is the clear, simple sound heard when a real person

tells us what ate or he really feels and4iiink, or, perhaps, makes a desperate

defense forfor a losing cause. The members of the House Judiciary Comkaittee were

, able to do just that A they spoke to us as legislators, as lawyers, as citizens

with ifferent backgrounds and interests. And the result was this remarkable

event th t sealed the fate of Richard Nixon for all the evidence indicates that,

regardless of other developments, he would have been forced out of the Presidency

as a result of the committee's decision. Remarkable, too, in that 44 million

people are said to have watched the debates in prime time, and it is hard to

imagine anything farther from "All in the Family" than these debates. Remarkable,

in addition, because as a direct result of the debates, public approval of

S

Congress went from 29% before the debates to 481 after them. Remarkable, finally,

because in terms of the members aad the procedures of the Congress of the United

States, the hearings of the committee so clearly followed the norms, were so

rhetorically unremarkable, and yet changed the course of history.
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